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18:00:08      Pre WWII: Germans en route and in Austria -                                     (S) Austrian
-18:10:10     officers posing for camera, rest stop in Passau, soldiers in trucks,             Occupation / 1938
                    CU laughing soldier, POV from truck over bridge in Austria (over           <in PA - Q-4-G>
                    Danube near Vienna?), CUs of smiling civilian women and children,
                    Nazi trucks parked on side of street in front of large building with Nazi
                    flags, soldiers posing for picture, views of mountains,
                    in city of Graz 04/03/38 - crowd watching Nazis marching through
                    city, Nazis with civilians, Austrian? soldier, marching Nazis, PAN around
                    Hall with Hitler speaking at huge indoors rally in Graz, many people in
                    street running toward camera (title about all wanting to see Hitler one
                    more time) with Swastikas on side of street etc.
                    <Note: this film was made like a home movie with German intertitles
                    explaining the route, cities etc.>

2046-6-1

18:10:40  1) <continued from 1I04 - 04:55:37>                                                      (N) Popular Science
                    army footage - drills, classes, exercises, soldiers working on tanks,           [color]
                    practicing tank gunnery in simulator (gun moving on moving                    [sound-with
                    podest), maneuvers, tanks on road, interior of tank- man at gun                narration]

18:12:53      tanks and jeep through river at small waterfall
-18:13:06

18:13:06      washing tanks in river, soup kitchen, men in line, food being handed
                    out, soldiers eating, sending messages, generals standing in front of
                    rows of tanks on field, soldiers into tanks, tanks leaving, interior tank,
                    tanks through brushes, POV from tank, views of tanks driving over trees,
                    tanks driving/crashing through barn, HA lots of tanks on fields,
                    bombers flying over
-18:17:23     (1941)  [A Paramount Picture]

18:17:37      World War II battle action in Philippines in 1944                                (S) “Victory at Sea” -
-18:43:55     (1952)  [A Production of NBC in Cooperation with the                            “Battle For
                    United States Navy]                                                                                  Leyte Gulf”
                                                                                                                                     <L-713>
                                                                                                                                     <P.A.-Q-4-K>
                                                                                                                                     [sound]
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18:44:05      <PSA for war bonds>                                                                         (S) Q4K
-18:57:32     Mr. And Mrs. America                                                                             16mm print
                    F. D. Roosevelt speaking from behind desk, battle action, wounded         [sound]
                    soldiers, Phillip Murry speaking, William Green speaking, war
                    cemetery, Eric Johnston speaking, New York City skyline behind
                    bridge, train, airplane taking off, mountains, farm, graduation, boys
                    in uniforms playing football, men fishing, boy with dog, farm
                    equipment, smoke stacks, waves crashing, various citizens speaking,
                    actor Eddie Albert speaking while dressed in a soldier’s uniform, etc.
                    [The Treasury Department Presents]  [Produced by The Motion Picture
                    And Special Events Division - War Finance - U.S. Treasury]


